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About This Release

These release notes contain information about Calabrio ONE Version Update , which is a  that includes information 10.0   2017.6  major release
about product features and architectural updates, as well as issues in previous versions that were resolved.

We strongly recommend you read the entire document before using this release of Calabrio ONE.

 

Product Features and Enhancements

This release of the product includes the following new features and enhancements:

COMPLIANCE RECORDING

There were no major features or enhancements.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Bulk Contact Export

Using the Saved Search functionality within QM's Search and Play feature, administrators can create one-time or scheduled exports of
contact media and metadata in bulk.

Variable Speed Playback

Our media player now supports variable playback speed for audio recordings, so users can speed up the audio when they want to bypass
irrelevant information or silences and slow it down when they need to absorb new information.



Recording Controls Integration

We’ve merged our recording controls into Calabrio ONE so that you no longer need to use a separate web application to access them.

WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT

Agent Mobility

Agents can now check their schedule and submit time off, exception, mentoring, and schedule trade requests using their mobile devices.
Agents can also accept voluntary time off or overtime opportunities and accept mentoring and trade requests from other agents.

Agent Schedule Edit Conflict Warning

WFM can be configured to enable warnings that a proposed schedule edit on the Agent Schedules page will overwrite all or part of an
existing activity. Users can choose to proceed with the change anyway, move the existing activity, or cancel the schedule edit.

Forecasted Agent Adjustment Factor

The Agents Adjustment Factor provides a way to linearly adjust forecasted staffing levels by Service Queue.

Forecasted Contacts Displayed as Decimals

WFM can be configured to use numbers with up to two decimal places when importing, displaying, and editing forecasted contacts.

Preview Work Shifts in Another Time Zone

Work shifts are displayed in the customer's default time zone. As a convenience, you can also preview the work shift in another time zone
to confirm that it makes sense for agents at another location.

ANALYTICS AND REPORTING

Predefined Dashboards

Analytics users will have access to four system-created dashboards upon login: Advanced Speech Search, Agent Benchmarking,
Predictive NPS, and Predictive Evaluation Scores. These dashboards can be exported for further sharing or copied for additional
modification.

PLATFORM

Data Explorer

Data Explorer provides users with the ability to create and save custom reports and dashboards across the Calabrio ONE suite. Data from
QM, WFM, and Analytics can be modeled together to create tabular reports, charts, and visuals on the fly and saved for later use.
Additionally, users can export reports and dashboards for further analysis and sharing in CSV, Excel, and PDF formats.

Automatic Status Detection from the Smart Desktop Client and Data Server

Calabrio ONE data servers and Smart Desktop clients will now automatically detect when the system is unavailable to upload data. Prior to
this enhancement, servers and clients would continuously attempt to transmit data to Calabrio ONE, even when it was down for
maintenance. This change will allow the clients to confirm the status of the system before sending data. 

Automatic status detection will result in communications with Smart Desktop and the Data Server being suspended as follows:

Tenant Status Data Server and Smart Desktop Application UI Access Recording

Activated Functioning normally, connected Available Active



Maintenance Functioning normally, connected in safe mode Available, read-only Active, delayed uploads

Suspended Temporarily disconnected, check in daily for status change Disabled Active

Deactivated Temporarily disconnected, check in daily for status change Disabled Deactivated

Two-Stage Upload Filtering by IP Address

Data Servers with two-stage upload can be configured to look for a specific set of clients by their IP address. This takes precedence over
the configured groups and teams association to a two-stage server.

Dashboard Toggle Switching

For users who have more than one role (e.g., those who function as both Schedulers and Agents), we’ve added a dropdown to the primary
dashboard so they can quickly and easily switch among relevant dashboards.

Configure Widgets in a Locked Dashboard

When locking down a dashboard, administrators can prevent users from adding, removing, or rearranging displayed widgets. However,
users will be able to reconfigure the how widgets display data.

UTC Time and Time Zones

Calabrio ONE now stores date and time information using the primary global standard — Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) — Note: this
 Calabrio ONE continues to default to displaying the time zone for the location in which the userchange does not yet apply to WFM.

physically resides.

Newly Supported Languages and Localization

The Calabrio ONE platform now supports Italian.

UI Enhancements and Improvements

We’ve made multiple improvements to the user’s workflow capabilities and have increased consistencies throughout the suite to make
Calabrio ONE tools even more straightforward to use.

 

Resolved Issues

Issue # Case
#

Product What was fixed?

SAAS-26571 83377 Analytics Unable to save when creating a new Analytics task

SAAS-26312 83536 Analytics Predictive evaluation dashboard manager not functioning properly

SAAS-26577 83657 Analytics Desktop Analytics displays 

SAAS-27366 84632 Analytics Websites not showing in Desktop Manager

SAAS-25513 81588 Platform Audio no longer recording

SAAS-25678 82421 Platform Refresh not cycling data in real time

SAAS-25360 82610 Platform Failed to validate signature of SAML assertion

SAAS-26532 82953 Platform Two-Staged Upload location is not displayed

SAAS-25848 83061 Platform Data Server not running intermittently

SAAS-26129 83068 Platform Patching from 2.7 to 2.8 of the Smart Desktop Client fails



SAAS-26196 83305 Platform Historical data import not parsing handled calls with "0" talk time

SAAS-26302 83516 Platform Error 400 when attempting to view recordings

SAAS-26343 83519 Platform Cannot merge user profiles

SAAS-26484 83612 Platform License count and grid not displaying data properly

SAAS-26371 83629 Platform Failure to bulk import users due to permission conflict

SAAS-26542 83675 Platform Merging user profiles will remove the name and agent ID from the recordings screen

SAAS-26500 83725 Platform "Agent Monitoring" is showing users who are only logged into Calabrio

SAAS-26852 83767 Platform Historical Import hanging on "In Process"

SAAS-26792 83984 Platform When deactivating a user, "User Name" is still required

SAAS-26948 84161 Platform Users sync'd from an ACD without a first and last name displaying properly

SAAS-26998 84205 Platform Unable to activate specific user

SAAS-27266 84562 Platform Emails not sending to tenants

SAAS-27516 84652 Platform No user specified in SAML call returning a 500 error

SAAS-27427 84668 Platform Users only licensed for Analytics are unable to review non-voice contacts

SAAS-27378 84691 Platform Non-permissioned users can delete Analytics widgets

SAAS-27383 84721 Platform Data Server can't connect to Cloud with Invalid "Gathering Name" error

SAAS-27578 84963 Platform Unable to Change ACD ID

SAAS-27904 85285 Platform Date range not appearing properly

SAAS-28252 85344 Platform Agents disappearing sporadically from the "Agent Monitoring" screen

SAAS-28491 85705 Platform Historical call data from adapter not being synced consistently (Five 9)

SAAS-26799   Platform Error 500 "No files to upload" when calling /api/rest/fileimport/teams

SAAS-26283   Platform Cluster version information page does not work in cloud

SAAS-27134   Platform Deactivating tenant fails when trying to delete schedule reports

SAAS-26412   Platform Downloading logs in "Desktop Monitoring"  system admin fails

SAAS-26294   Platform Sync fails if user was created manually and also exists in ACD

SAAS-27322   Platform Unable to complete data gathering log request

SAAS-25482 82547 QM Media not being played back for some users

SAAS-25529 82745 QM Calls showing incorrect time for metadata (Five9)

SAAS-25878 82951 QM Audit logs not capturing played calls

SAAS-25937 83040 QM Genesys KVPs inconsistently getting attached to calls

SAAS-26155 83173 QM Enabling the IE plug-in prevents SharePoint lists and forms from loading in IE

SAAS-27618 83260 QM 12 hour recordings appearing for some users

SAAS-26211 83337 QM Calls with multiple transfers are not recording segments properly (Five9)

SAAS-26229 83347 QM Due Date is blank in Contact Queue

SAAS-26297 83515 QM Unable to playback the screen recordings

SAAS-26376 83578 QM Error when exporting evaluation forms

SAAS-26522 83743 QM Metadata is not parsing out "+" symbols where spaces typically are

SAAS-26580 83762 QM "Current Best Performers" widget won't display

SAAS-26882 84021 QM Saved search settings are not persisting

SAAS-26969 84024 QM Dashboard issue - scoping issues

SAAS-27692 84243 QM Screen media not available for 11 agents

SAAS-27679 84392 QM Agent missing their desktop screen capture

SAAS-27413 84430 QM Distorted audio playback when scrubbing through call recording



SAAS-27457 84686 QM QM evaluations are miscalculating percentage scores

SAAS-27659 85028 QM Unable to assign virtual extensions

SAAS-26828 83325 Smart Desktop
Client

Capture not processing some intervals from an Avaya ACD

SAAS-27004 84247 Smart Desktop
Client

Restarting the Smart Desktop service stops recording until the PC is restarted

SAAS-27092 84383 Smart Desktop
Client

Desktop client auto-updating despite tenant being deleted

SAAS-28233   Smart Desktop
Client

Multiple Desktop Recording Clients registering websockets with same machineID

SAAS-25900 82401 WFM Exceptions requested for a future date  are reverting to a day prior

SAAS-25351 82493 WFM Not able to select a shrinkage offset in a named forecast WFM

SAAS-25747 82656 WFM Unable to adjust saved "Assigned Exception" reports

SAAS-26585 82811 WFM Dynamic scheduling, agent scheduling shows dates out of order

SAAS-26070 82976 WFM Editing period is incorrect when trying to copy a scheduled activity

SAAS-26597 83105 WFM Calculation issues with agents scheduled and gap

SAAS-26894 83325 WFM Creating a shrinkage scenario without actually assigning shrinkage weeks before running a forecast causes an
error

SAAS-26588 83777 WFM Activity Type Details missing the Agent Schedule Daily Report

SAAS-26903 83898 WFM Min/Max rules ignored when "Start Day of Week" is not set to Sunday

SAAS-26779 83944 WFM Unable to run schedules with certain projects

SAAS-26944 83993 WFM WFM reports not generating properly

SAAS-26874 84002 WFM Unable to load schedules

SAAS-27114 84038 WFM Intraday dynamic event lacking navigation between pages

SAAS-26917 84118 WFM Wrong Service Queue ID when agent is mapped to multiple queues, where the activity being replaced is not for
the intended event

SAAS-27156 84174 WFM Date on "Overtime Report" showing incorrectly

SAAS-26956 84206 WFM Unable to save Service Queue configuration after adjusting SLA goals

SAAS-27142 84438 WFM Assigned Exceptions under the agent profile shows incorrect duration

SAAS-27474 84643 WFM "Service Queue Performance" widget not displaying correctly

SAAS-27511 84644 WFM Exception Requests are reverting to a Day Prior for Agents in time zones other than tenant time zone

SAAS-28339 85486 WFM Available Reason State not displaying in Adherence Details section

SAAS-27292   WFM Cannot submit a dynamic availability request without selections

 

Architecture Updates

This release of the product includes the following architectural updates:

CALABRIO DATA SERVER

Two-Stage Upload Filtering by IP Address

The Data Server can filter and receive upload media from Smart Desktop clients based on the client's IP address.  

Deactivation Based on Tenant Status



When a tenant is deactivated or deleted, the Data Server will reconfigure itself to suspend inbound and outbound communications
accordingly.

Configure Data Server with a Host Name

The Data Server can be configured and identified by using either an IP address or a host name. 

Data Server Proxy

The Data Server can be configured to use a proxy.

SMART DESKTOP

Two-Stage Upload Filtering by IP Address

Smart Desktop can upload audio and video media to a Calabrio Data Server based on the IP address of the Smart Desktop client.

Deactivation Based on Tenant Status

When a tenant is deactivated or deleted, Smart Desktop clients will reconfigure themselves to suspend inbound and outbound
communications accordingly.

Data Upload Throttling

Smart Desktop can be configured to throttle uploading queued contact media.

PLATFORM

There were no updates in this release.

PUBLIC APIs

Retrieve and Play Back Contacts Using Metadata Query in API Call

Using the "/api/rest/recording/contact?" API, users are able to return the contact records using AND and OR operators with metadata
queries.

Example:
/api/rest/recording/contact?expand=metadata&expand=eventCalculations&reason=recorded&range=date_range_in_the_past_y
ear&searchScope=allEvaluations&metadata=customdata1~equals~1&metadata=customdata2~equals~2&metadataConjunction
=OR

Retrieve and Playback Contacts Using Metadata Query in URL 

Using the "isQuerySearch=true&medataConjunction=OR" parameters in Calabrio URL, users are able to return the contact records using
AND and OR operators within metadata searches directly in the URL. This is also known as a "deep link" that queries contacts dynamically.

Example :https://<hostname>/#/recordings?expand=metadata&expand=eventCalculations&reason=recorded&range=date_rang
e_in_the_past_year&searchScope=allEvaluations&metadata=variables41~equals~1&metadata=variables40000000000001~eq
uals~1&isQuerySearch=true&metadataConjunction=OR

 

Special Notes

This release immediately follows Calabrio ONE Version 10.0 (Update 2017.3)
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